Strategies using the immune system for therapy of brain tumors.
Phase II immunotherapy and gene therapy studies should be pursued because of encouraging results in many phase I studies. Future testing in this field may consider modifications of some of the above-mentioned combined strategies. For instance, in the immunization and adoptive transfer studies performed by Holladay et al and by Plautz et al, the systemic adoptive transfer could be altered to intratumoral placements of effector cells. This permutation may be more efficacious because local adoptive immunotherapy approaches involve placement of effector cells where they are needed. Additionally, new avenues of gene therapy are being explored that may offer added beneficial effects for immunization, local or systemic adoptive immunotherapy, or combined chemotherapy and adoptive immunotherapy of tumors. With new genetic tools, such as microarray analyses, SEREX, and creation of cDNA libraries from tumor cells, significant progress in the treatment of neoplasms in the immunologically privileged brain should be forthcoming.